CAREER OPPORTUNITY
Unlock Your Potential to Grow with Us!
Prince Bank Plc. is a commercial bank with license N0 B 46 issued by the National Bank of Cambodia to
provide professional banking services to customers in Cambodia.
Prince Bank Plc. has a clear vision “Always to be the financial institution of Choice”. With an ambitious
growth plan, Prince Bank Plc. is expanding its branch network throughout Cambodia and looking for highly
qualified candidates for the following position.

Position
Location

: Senior Manager, Data Administration
: Head Office

Job Responsibilities














Lead a team of exempt and non-exempt employees while serving as a mentor, leader, and subject
matter expert.
Create actionable recommendations and insights, to address business objectives, through the
analysis and modeling of quantitative and qualitative data.
Identify strategic opportunities, strengths, weaknesses, and threats of department/team to
determine and implement strategic plans.
Provide guidance and leadership on creating and maintaining organizational data.
Determine how to most effectively create and structure data storage systems, leveraging their
familiarity with one or more database management systems to create and enact a data
infrastructure system that’s robust and secure but that still provides necessary personnel with the
access they need.
Ensure availability and performance of the database that support to all bank's systems
Escalate issues to Oracle development team and third parties as appropriate
Implement and update new release of database changes as summited by the Development team
Install or restore database for new environment requested by Project Manager or related system
owners
Performance daily monitoring and make ensure uptime of all databases in DC, data guard
synchronization from DC site to DR site, and other database accessing traffic performance
Manage backup and recovery plans to ensure backup files able to restore
Perform other tasks assigned by line manager

Job Requirements






Bachelor/Master Degree in Computer Science, Engineering, Management Information
System/Technology or related field.
Minimum 3 year experience in guidance and day-to-day operational oversight for bank’s data
storage and security with best experience with Oralce, SQLServer, MySQL, Postgres, and others.
Proficiency in working with teams of data specialists, so the ability to direct and coordinate team
members to achieve department and organization goals is a necessity
Understanding of AWS, Hadoop, Hive and/or MapReduce and other cloud technologies
Effectively develop and deploy creative and technical solutions to database-related issues

HOW TO APPLY
Please submit your updated Cover Letter
and CV to any nearby branches or head
office of Prince Bank Plc. or via email:
jobs@princebank.com.kh
Note: Only shortlisted candidates will be contacted for a test or interview.

